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Welcome to the 40th 
Anniversary edition 

of our Gourmet du Village 
catalogue. Once again we are 
pleased to bring you a ‘Year 
Round’ catalogue filled with 
tasty treats PLUS all your 
"Holiday" favorites and lots 
of exciting new ones too.

"We Make It Easy to Make 
Homemade" has never been more 
appropriate than over the past 
two years as individuals, couples, 
and families have spent more time 
at home. For many this was an 
opportunity to enjoy preparing a 
greater variety of foods, our easy to 
prepare blends and "Homemade" 
recipes are perfectly suited to this 
growing trend.

NEW tastes for Chilled or Baked Dips, 
along with the new "3 OF OUR BEST" 
gift pack.

NEW PIZZA BAKED DIP, as the name 
says, a dip that tastes like pizza, with 
cheesy layers, loaded with flavor.  Great 
topped with a layer of sliced pepperoni 
for an even more authentic treat.

NEW tastes from around the world, 
our international collection of easy  
to make classics.

NEW MOROCCAN TAJINE, back  
by popular demand, our blend of 
spices featuring cumin, cinnamon 
and ginger, wonderful  
with chicken & lamb.

This NEW mix features the distinctive and 
refreshing taste of Grapefruit & Lime, super easy to 
make, prepared with Tequila and ice.

These NEW "Homemade" kits 
make it really easy to enjoy baking.

A NEW "VILLAGE KIDS" 
collection featuring Chocolate 
Chip Pancakes, Unicorn Brownies, 
& Mini Mug Cakes. 

For the grown ups, a NEW 
MOLTEN BROWNIE KIT.  
Each kit includes the Gourmet 
du Village baking mix along with  
accessories.

One of the biggest and best new products we have created in a long time, 
introduced for the 2021 Holiday season.

Available as complete DIY kits with all ingredients and a silicone mold,  
as well now available as refill cubes filled with ingredients.

More exciting gift options than ever before, 
more new tastes, new festive designs including 
decorations for the tree and our first  
ever Advent Hot Chocolate calendar.

Making your decisions even easier…
In this catalogue we have included the use of "Symbols" to identify product availability dates
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40TH ANNIVERSARY
Gourmet du Village started as a dream in 1982, in the home kitchen of the 

"Tott" family in the village of Morin Heights, Quebec, Canada. Today the 
dream continues to grow and is recognized as one of the most exciting and 
creative gourmet food companies around. Gourmet du Village remains "family" 
owned and operated, acquired by the Reich family in 2018 who brought with 
them years of experience in the specialty food industry, renewed energy with 
new investments in quality and efficiency. The Reich and Tott families working 
together, pride themselves on building great relationships, ensuring core family 
values along with good service and high quality products, still made with pride 
in our home "Village" of Morin Heights.

To celebrate our 
anniversary, we 
begin by sharing a 
brief snapshot of 
our evolution over 
the years.

Like a fine wine, Gourmet du Village continues to get better with age; 
developing and discovering new products as well fine tuning our old is our 
passion and obsession which we hope is reflected in this 40th year edition.

1982/83

2002

2013

20082004

2018 2021

1986

1992/1994

19881986

Our first hand silk 
screen printed packages 
filled with Holiday spices 
including our very first 
"Mulling Spice".

The cover of the French 
Quebec edition of our 
catalogue, celebrating 
our 20th anniversary in 
our home province.

On July 1st, "Canada Day", 
in New York, we won our 
first Gold Sofi Award from 
the NASFT Association, 
the "Oscars" of the 
Gourmet industry, for our 
"Parmesan & Artichoke" 
Baked Dip mix. Still a day 
to remember…

Found in our travels, a simple idea 
from France to top off a Brie or 
Camembert cheese round with dried 
fruits, nuts and berries in a ceramic 
baker. Still a great seller today.

Dip Chillers, one 
of our very first 
steps into offering 
accessories to 
go with our food 
products. This 
became our very first 
1,000,000 unit seller.

The Reich family from Chicago bought the company, 
having been long-time friends of Gourmet du Village, 
they were the natural fit to work together, to take the 
company to the next level, investing in the future.

Going into our 40th year with a home run hit, 
our DIY Hot Chocolate Bomb kits proved to 
be our best new product launch in years, if 
not in our history! 

Ashley, who is now GM, 
skipped school for the 
day to be sure she was 
in the picture for this 
feature in the Montreal 
Gazette.

From the earliest days, sharing recipes, making 
it easy to make "Homemade" has always been 
very important as shown here on our 1992 10th 
Anniversary edition of ‘Village Recipes’ and in  
our original 1994 Recipe Book.

Creating award winning trade show 
displays such as this at the CGTA 
gift show in Toronto along with 
winning numerous awards for our 

products put our focus on marketing and helping 
our customers to sell our products.

Award winner at The 
Canadian Specialty 
Food Show for the 
best small booth.

Left to Right: Jeff Reich, Ashley Tott, Mike Tott
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Our lifestyles have 
changed
The past couple of years have had a profound effect 
on our way of life, not only have we gone back to 
making and enjoying more "Homemade" but we 
have also spent more time reflecting about our 
health & wellbeing.

For Gluten-Free Or  
a Low-Carb, Keto Diet
Many of our products are naturally Gluten-Free, having been developed 
by our Co-Founder Linda Davey-Tott, who herself is a celiac. We have 
now taken Gluten-Free to the next level, and have identified which of 
our products fall into this category, to help consumers make conscious 
decisions that suit their lifestyle and dietary restrictions.

If you are trying to follow a healthier lifestyle, all of our dips and 
seasonings are low carb/Keto friendly as well as naturally gluten-free.

Our all natural "Herb & Spice" blends which contain virtually no carbs, 
are an easy way to add a lot of flavor to this food lifestyle. This includes 
our seasonings, bbq rubs, and dip mixes. Page 8-18

Look for these symbols on our packaging to easily identify the products 
that meet these health standards.

For Vegans & 
Vegetarians
Many of our seasonings, dip blends and our cool 
beverages are 100% animal-free, non-dairy, egg-free, and 
made with 100% plant-based ingredients making them 
vegan & vegetarian friendly.

Our dips can be prepared using vegan alternatives such as 
vegan mayo and silken tofu, as well all of our seasonings 
and dip mixes make for great seasonings for homemade 
hummus or on plant-based meat alternatives!

Our Hot Chocolates and bakery products do contain dairy 
and so are suitable for vegetarians.

Look for these symbols on our packaging to easily identify 
the products that meet these health standards.

Hot Chocolate 
for the 
Health-Concious
We all know how great they taste, but did 
you know that all of our Hot Chocolate 
blends contain less sugar and more Cocoa 
than regular store brands, and the extra 
cocoa means more antioxidants. Our No 
Sugar Added blends have the added health 
benefits of extra fiber. All are 0% Trans fat.

New for this season, we have introduced 
Turmeric infused Hot Chocolate featuring 
all the benefits of Turmeric as well as a new 
Hot Chocolate with Collagen, an antioxidant 
and popular dietary supplement.

For a Simply 
Lighter version 
of our Dips
You can substitute low fat mayonnaise 
or yogurt instead of sour cream when 
making any of our dip recipes for a few 
less calories.

“Healthy living and 
a healthier planet”
For us here in “The Village”,  
we recognize that 
sustainability and dietary 
concerns are at the forefront 
for consumers, we are working 
hard to do our part to offer 
health conscious options and 
reduce our carbon footprint.

VEGAN  
FRIENDLY ICON

VEGETARIAN  
FRIENDLY ICON

NATURALLY  
GLUTEN-FREE ICON

LOW CARB  
KETO ICON

Sustainable Packaging
We are proud to be continually moving toward more sustainable packaging.  
Most of our packaging, display boxes, and shipping materials are made 
from recycled materials, are recyclable and/or compostable.

Look for these symbols on our packaging to easily identify sustainable 
packaging & eco-friendly disposal options.

“We are committed 
to doing our part 
for the planet”

RECYCLABLE ICON COMPOSTABLE ICON

Clean Energy Usage
All the energy consumed in our premises for heating, cooling and 
manufacturing is from Hydro Electricity (using water power from rivers & 
dams), a clean & renewable energy source.

*This catalogue is printed with eco-friendly vegetable based inks, all are 
recyclable & compostable.
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BLT
GDIPXBL

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

SUN DRIED TOMATO
GDIPXST

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

ONION CHIVE
GDIPXOC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CREAMY RANCH
GDIPXRA

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CHEDDAR ONION
GDIPXCO

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

GUACAMOLE
GDIPXGU

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

LIME CILANTRO
GDIPXLC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

HORSERADISH & BACON
GDIPXHB

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

SOUTHWEST RANCH
 GDIPXSO

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

ROASTED GARLIC
GDIPXRG

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

LEMON DILL
GDIPXLD

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

MANGO CURRY
GDIPXMC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

ROASTED PEPPER
GDIPXRP

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

TZATZIKI
GDIPXTZ

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

DIP CHILLER
EADPPVG
6.00 (case 6/36.00)

Each book style "Recipe Box" 
package includes not only one 

recipe, but an alternative recipe and/
or ways to use our versatile dried 

herb & spice blends. 

Our packaging is recyclable and 
compostable. Printed with vegetable 
based ink and water based finishing 

making them all eco-friendly.

NEW BLT Dip
A creamy, refreshing  
dip with a distinct  
bacon flavor.

Chilled dip blends make a 
full 2-3 cups of dip, pre-
portioned for the perfect 
recipe every time. These 
versatile blends also 
make a plethora of other 
dishes and recipes.

Chilled  
Refreshing Dips
All our chilled dips are easy to make, just add sour 
cream and real mayonnaise to our versatile blends of 
dried Herbs & Spices, chill and serve. They taste even 
better if left refrigerated for a few hours or overnight. 
Leftovers can be used as a sandwich spread, as a 
burger sauce, in a baked potato or add cream for a 
wonderful salad dressing.

NEW GRAPHICS, all of our 
award winning packages 
have been given a fresh new, 
more modern look for our 
anniversary year. Bold clean 
graphics, still featuring the 
beautiful original watercolor 
illustrations. Of course they still 
include the same wonderful 
blends of taste you love with 
easy to follow instructions. BEFORE

MAR
NEW !
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Each book style "Recipe Box" package includes 
not only one recipe, but an alternative recipe and/or 
ways to use our versatile dried herb & spice blends.

These Herb & Spice blends have a long declared 
shelf life, but don’t actually go bad when stored 
carefully and will lose their flavor very gradually  
over time after the initial shelf life expiration.

NEW 3 of Our Best Dips
3 OF OUR BEST PARTY PACK, includes 3 of our very best dips in recipe box 
format, packaged together in a "Party Pack", "Trio" or "Gift Wrap", we simply 
call it "3 of Our Best". Each recipe box makes 2-3 cups of delicious dip for a 
total of 6-9 cups per Party Pack!

SPINACH & BACON
GDIPXSB

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

PARMESAN & ARTICHOKE
GDIPXP2

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

FRENCH ONION
GDIPXFO

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CHEESY NACHO
GDIPXCN

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CREAMY SPINACH
GDIPXSP

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CHEESY CORN
GDIPXCC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

ROASTED CHIPOTLE & GARLIC
GDIPXCG

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

JALAPENO POPPER
GDIPXJP

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CHEDDAR & BACON
GDIPXCB

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

BAKED CRAB
GDIPXCR

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

PIZZA
GDIPXPZ

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

NEW Pizza Dip
As the name says, a dip 
that tastes like pizza with 
cheesy layers loaded 
with flavor. Great topped 
with a layer of sliced 
pepperoni for an even 
more authentic treat.

Baked dip blends make a 
full 2-4 cups of dip, pre-
portioned for the perfect 
recipe every time.

Homemade Baked Dips
Offering a homemade baked dip from the oven to 
family and friends is a great compliment and making 
"Homemade" with our award winning, easy to follow 
recipes is a breeze.

Wonderful to share straight from the oven as an 
appetizer with crusty bread or crackers, the richest and 
creamiest of dips, bold enough to serve as a dish for two 
tapas style. Tried serving from the BBQ? Heat on the top 
rack and enjoy the extra smoky flavor.

DELICIOUS DIPS  
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSDP
Features 120 of our best selling  
dips in our recipe card format.

(1) 252.00

BAKED DIPS PARTY PACK
Includes Parmesan & Artichoke,  
Cheddar & Bacon, French Onion

GDIPTBD
6.50 (case 6/39.00)

CHILLED DIPS PARTY PACK
Includes Roasted Garlic, Lemon Dill, Roasted Pepper

GDIPTCD
6.50 (case 6/39.00)

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !
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GHOST PEPPER
GSALTGP

4.95 (case 6/29.70)

ROASTED GARLIC
GSALTRG

4.95 (case 6/29.70)

LEMON
GSALTLM

4.95 (case 6/29.70)

SPANISH ROSEMARY
GSALTSR

4.95 (case 6/29.70)

BLACK HAWAIIAN
GSALTBH

4.95 (case 6/29.70)

SMOKED APPLEWOOD
GSALTSA

4.95 (case 6/29.70)

Salt of the Earth
All natural specialty salts, unrefined, infused with natural ingredients, no 
artificial flavors or chemicals, prepared with artisan craftsmanship, try them on 
your savory or sweet dishes.

Each specialty salt comes in a recyclable card container with reclosable lid, 
aluminium foil lined for freshness, packaged in a sealed protective pouch with a 
small silica gel pouch for triple protection against moisture.

Each case of 6 comes with 6 FREE bamboo 
serving spoons. They finish the presentation and 
help to avoid putting fingers in the canisters.

Spoon dimensions: 1.5 cm (0.6") x 7 cm (2.75")

Canister dimensions: 7.6cm x 7.6cm (3" x 3")

Sweet Dessert Dips
Perfect to serve with fresh fruit or cookies, so easy to make with 
cream cheese and yogurt, mix, chill, serve.

Each box contains 2 sealed pre-portioned pouches, one flavor 
filled dip mix, the second with tasty morsels for extra flavor and 
texture, dried apple pieces or chocolate chips for that finishing 
touch.

LEMON DILL
GDIPCLD

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

PARMESAN & ARTICHOKE
GDIPCPA

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

ROASTED PEPPER
GDIPCRP

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

CREAMY SPINACH
GDIPCSP

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

ROASTED GARLIC
GDIPCRG

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

FRENCH ONION
GDIPCFO

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

APPLE PIE
with Dried Apple pieces

Makes 2 cups
GDIPXAP

3.00 (case 6/18.00)

BANANA SPLIT
with Chocolate chips

Makes 2 cups
GDIPXBS

3.00 (case 6/18.00)

Dip Canisters
A new large format canister to replace our dip jars. Our best selling dip varieties, now in a recyclable card container with reclosable lid. 
The canisters are aluminium foil lined for freshness, and the dips come in a sealed protective pouch to prevent moisture. Each canister 
makes between 5-6 recipes, 12-18 cups of delicious dip. 

Lighter for shipping and non-breakable too.

Canister dimensions: 11cm H x 8.3cm D (4.3" H x 3.3" D)

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !
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Mexican Collection
The spicy, flavorful tastes of Mexican cooking go perfectly with the BBQ or made easy in the oven. All feature a selection of natural 
Herb & Spice seasoning blends along with recipes making it easy to make and serve Homemade.

International Collection
Some new exciting easy to make recipes, all presented in our Recipe Box format filled with natural blends of Herbs & Spices and easy 
to follow classic recipes.

INDIAN BUTTER CHICKEN
6 servings

GSEAXBU
2.10 (case 12/25.20)

TACO
GSEAXTC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

GREEK CHICKEN
4-6 servings
GSEAXGK

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

PULLED CHICKEN
with alternate recipe included for 

Pork Carnitas
GSEAXPC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

MOROCCAN TAJINE
4-6 servings
GSEAXTJ

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

BAJA SHRIMP
GSEAXSH

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

PORTUGUESE PIRI PIRI
6 servings
GSEAXPI

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

FAJITA
GSEAXFJ

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

STIR FRY
4-6 servings
GSEAXIS

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

Each book style ‘Recipe Box’ package 
includes not only one recipe, but an 

alternative recipe and/or ways to use our 
versatile dried herb & spice blends.

CAST IRON FAJITA KIT
Includes 38x18cm/15x7” Cast Iron Skillet, 

with seasonings, wooden tray & handle mitt
EFAJK01

20.00 (case 4/80.00)

Flavors of 
the World
NEW BUTTER CHICKEN, a crowd pleaser, 
made with the distinctive blend of Indian 
Spices called Garam Masala.

NEW MOROCCAN TAJINE, back by 
popular demand, our blend of spices 
featuring cumin, cinnamon and ginger, 
wonderful with chicken & lamb.

NEW GREEK CHICKEN MARINADE,  
this one speaks for itself, grilled or in 
the oven, ever so easy, lots of garlic and 
oregano. Great served with our tzatziki dip.

NEW STIR FRY, a long time classic, adds a 
distinct Asian flavor with garlic, ginger and 
sesame, great with chicken, shrimp and pork.

NEW PIRI PIRI, spicy and wonderful, with 
enough seasoning for the meat and to make 
a dipping sauce for serving as well.  The 
traditional Portuguese BBQ dish you can 
make easily at home loaded with paprika 
and chillies.

INTERNATIONAL SEASONINGS  
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSIN
120 assorted internationals seasonings 

(1) 252.00

MEXICAN SEASONINGS PARTY PACK
Includes Fajita, Taco, Guacamole seasonings

GSEATMX
6.50 (case 6/39.00)

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !
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NEW !
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NEW !
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FIRE-ROASTED CHIPOTLE
GPOPXRC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

JALAPENO RANCH
GPOPXJR

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CHILI LIME
GPOPXCL

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

BRUSCHETTA
GSEAXBR

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

ALFREDO
GPASXAL

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

MARINARA
GPASXMR

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

CAESAR
GSALXCZ

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

ITALIAN
GSALXIT

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

Corn & Popcorn Seasonings
Amazing on freshly boiled or roasted corn, cover in butter then sprinkle with our seasonings, 
also great for making herb butters.

Italian Collection
We make it easy to enjoy an Italian themed evening, start with a Bruschetta made with fresh 
tomatoes, enjoy a tasty salad, followed by a classic pasta dish.

BARBECUE SEASONINGS
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSBB
120 assorted best selling seasonings

(1) 252.00
STEAK RUB

GSEAXST
2.10 (case 12/25.20)

MAPLE PEPPERCORN
GSEAXMP

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

BEER CAN CHICKEN
GSEAXBC

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

PULLED PORK
GSEAXPP

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

HEARTY GARLIC BURGER
GSEAXBG

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

RIB RUB
GSEAXRR

2.10 (case 12/25.20)

POUTINE SAUCE MIX
*ONLY AVAILABLE IN CANADA* 

GSESXPT
2.50 (case 8/20.00)

Outdoor Grilling for Every Season
Outdoor living and entertaining never goes out of style, whatever the season. In Spring, Summer, Fall, even 
Winter, popping open the barbecue is made really easy with our versatile blends of Herbs & Spices and 
easy to follow recipes. Can be used indoors as well, on stove top and in oven.

NEW favorites now available in our Recipe box format: STEAK RUB and MAPLE PEPPERCORN

BBQ SEASONINGS PARTY PACK
Includes Beer Can Chicken, Burger, Pulled Pork seasonings

GSEATBQ
6.50 (case 6/39.00)

Our Recipe boxes all 
come in this easy to 

merchandise branded 
display box.

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !
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Barbecue Sauces
Hand crafted in small batches, our 4 barbecue sauces are full of wonderful flavor, natural 
ingredients, perfect served straight from the bottle. Use them for marinating, basting as you 
cook, or as a dipping sauce.

CRAFT BEER: This sauce is everyone’s favorite, featuring a slightly dark Craft Stout Beer with 
just the perfect amount of sweetness.

PEACH BOURBON: Launched in the spring of 2021 and soon became a favorite. The taste of 
southern grilling, juicy Peaches with Bourbon Whiskey.

SMOKY MAPLE CHIPOTLE: The taste of pure Canadian Maple syrup with a kick of Chipotle 
Peppers. Visitors love it as much as our local cottagers.

HICKORY SMOKE: A delicate subtle smoky sweet combination, perfect for basting many 
meats from the grill or as a condiment.

CRAFT BEER
GSAU3BQ

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

HICKORY SMOKE
GSAU3HK

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

PEACH BOURBON
GSAU3PC

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

SMOKY MAPLE CHIPOTLE
GSAU3MB

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

3 BOTTLES OF OUR BEST VARIETIES
Smoked Hickory, Craft Beer,  

Smoky Maple Chipotle
GSAU3XK

15.00 (case 4/60.00)

COLD SENSITIVE: Breakage risk in extreme cold. Ships weather permitting.

PULLED PORK
Makes 5 recipes, 50 sandwiches, 100 sliders

GSEACPP
5.50 (case 6/33.00)

STEAK RUB
GSEACST

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

RIB RUB
Makes 10 racks of ribs

GSEACRR
5.50 (case 6/33.00)

HEARTY GARLIC BURGER
Makes 36 burgers

GSEACBG
5.50 (case 6/33.00)

BEER CAN CHICKEN
Makes 5 whole chickens

GSEACBC
5.50 (case 6/33.00)

MAPLE PEPPERCORN
GSEACMP

5.50 (case 6/33.00)

Seasoning Canisters
Large format, new packaging of our best selling seasonings.  The blends your customers know and love, now in a recyclable card 
container with reclosable lid. The canisters are aluminium foil lined to provide a long shelf life for the seasonings which also come in a 
sealed protective pouch for double protection against moisture. Lighter for shipping and non breakable too.

MAR
NEW !
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NEW !
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Canister dimensions: 11cm H x 8.3cm D (4.3" H x 3.3" D)
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BLOODY MARY/CAESAR
Makes 40 servings

TBLO1BM
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

BLOODY MARY  
GLASS RIMMER 

TRIMTBM
4.50 (case 12/54.00)

MARGARITA SEA SALT 
GLASS RIMMER

Citrus sea salt
TRIMTMA

4.50 (case 12/54.00)

MOJITO
Makes 3 servings

TMOJ1MO
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

PINEAPPLE COCONUT MOJITO
Makes 3 servings

TMOJ1PN
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

WATERMELON MOJITO
Makes 3 servings

TMOJ1WM
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

Classic Cool Cocktails
"BLOODY MARY", one of our earliest recipes, an absolute classic for every bar.  Made with tomato juice, always a favorite, features 
horseradish for an extra special flavor and spiciness. For a change, try the Canadian classic "Bloody Caesar", same easy recipe, just 
substitute refreshing clam flavored tomato juice.

COOL COCKTAILS 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSS2
75 wine & cocktail drink mixes  

(1) 187.50 

PALOMA
Makes 6 servings

TPALXPA
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

COCO-LIME MARGARITA
Makes 6 servings

TMAR1CL
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

LIME MARGARITA
Makes 6 servings

TMAR1LM
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

PEACH SANGRIA
Makes 1litre/quart

TSANXPC
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

SANGRIA
Makes 1liter/quart

TSANXWC
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

Cocktails for All Seasons
Our collection continues to grow, new refreshingly cool Paloma to go with our ever popular Margarita, a zesty lime flavor with Tequila, 
or Coco-lime Margarita featuring the best of our classic Margarita with a hint of Coconut, as well as the classic Sangria.

See Page 20 for some of the most popular in single serve minis.

NEW Paloma
Features the distinctive and 
refreshing taste of Grapefruit 
& Lime, super easy to make, 
prepared with Tequila and ice. 
Serve in a highball or margarita 
glass with a salted rim.

Sangria
SANGRIA continues to be a year 
round favorite, whether it be our 
classic Sangria made with red or 
white wine or our latest Peach 
Sangria, best with white or rosé 
wine. Just add wine, soda water, 
ice and finish off with a garnish of 
fresh fruit.

Our Cocktail boxes all come in this 
easy to merchandise branded display 
box, both made from 100% recycled 

materials, is recyclable and compostable.
ECO-Printed with vegetable based ink 

and water based finishing.

No Muddling Needed Mojitos
We take the muddling out of your Mojito, perfect taste every time, just add white rum, soda water and 
some ice, no muddling required…

MAR
NEW !
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STRAWBERRY FROSÉ SET FOR TWO*
Includes 2 stemless wine glasses and Strawberry Frosé mix  

Makes 6 servings
TFROKST

11.00 (case 4/44.00)

Cool Cocktail Gift Sets
The demand for gift sized packages of our best selling "Cool 
Cocktails" has been very strong, each features 2 special glasses  
with our easy to prepare mix, all presented in sturdy, attractive gift 
boxes, perfect as a "hostess gift".

COCO-LIME MARGARITA GIFT SET FOR TWO, serve your 
Coco-Lime Margaritas (mix included) in one of our 2 stemless 
glasses with printed expressions "I’m Coco-Nuts about You" and 
"Margarita Kinda Day".

STRAWBERRY FROSÉ GLASS SET FOR TWO, serve your 
chilled sparkling Strawberry Frosé (mix included) in one of our 
stemless wine glasses adorned with metallic glitter expressions 
"Rosé All Day" and "Wine Not".

"HAVE A BALL" PARTY SIPPERS GIFT SET features 2 beautiful 
glass goblets with a plastic screw top in pastel Pink & Blue, with 
matching reusable plastic straws, ready for you to use with your 
favorite cocktail.

COCO-LIME MARGARITA SET FOR TWO*
Includes 2 unique Margarita glasses and Coco-Lime Margarita mix  

Makes 6 servings
EA2GMAR

11.00 (case 4/44.00)

HAVE A BALL PARTY SIPPERS*
Includes 2 beautiful glass goblets with a plastic screw top  

in pastel Pink & Blue, with matching reusable plastic straws
EASIP2Y

6.00 (case 4/24.00)

WATERMELON FROSÉ
Makes 6 servings

TFROSWM
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

STRAWBERRY FROSÉ
Makes 6 servings

TFROSST
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

PEACH FROSÉ
Makes 6 servings

TFROSPC
2.50 (case 6/15.00)

Try a  
Refreshing 
Frosé
A light Rosé wine, slushy style 
drink, simply combine our mix with 
Rosé wine and ice cubes, blend 
and serve, even better in chilled 
glasses straight from the freezer.  
So easy to make and share 
‘summertime or anytime’.

MOJITO MINI
Single serve
TMOJMMO

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SANGRIA MINI
Single serve
TSANMWC

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

COCO-LIME  
MARGARITA MINI

Single serve
TMARMCL

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

LIME MARGARITA MINI
Single serve
TMARMLM

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

STRAWBERRY FROSÉ MINI
Single serve
TFROMST

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

Classic Cocktails in single serve mini pouch format
NEW MOJITO MINI, this classic Cuban minty rum drink is the latest addition to our collection of best selling Cocktails now available  
in a single serve format, easy to make and enjoy.

*We recommend gentle hand washing for our fine glassware with mild soap and warm water.

MAR
NEW !
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S'MORES DIP KIT & CAST IRON SKILLET
Includes 6.3”/16cm diameter skillet, chocolate and marshmallows

ESMOK01
12.50 (case 4/50.00)

HEAT SENSITIVE: Melting risk in extreme heat. Ships weather permitting.

GREAT OUTDOORS
Maple Hot Chocolate

GCHOMGO
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CAMPFIRE
MARSHMALLOWS

(dehydrated)
BTOPSMC

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

CAMPFIRE COCOA™
Double Truffle with marshmallows

GCHOMCF
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CAMPFIRE CUBE
Double Truffle with marshmallows.
Makes 4-6 servings (140g / 4.9oz)

GCHOXCF
4.00 (case 6/24.00)

WINTER’S CALLING!
Maple Hot Chocolate

GCHOMWI
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

GREAT OUTDOORS LUNCHBOX  
WITH HOT CHOCOLATE

Includes Lunchbox & Maple Hot Chocolate
EATHCGO

6.00 (case 6/36.00)

Delicious cocoa  
single serve minis
Single servings of our delicious Hot Chocolate 
blends, perfect at any time, any season. Just add 
hot water, even more delicious with hot milk, stir 
and enjoy.

CAMPFIRE COCOA, our finest Double Truffle 
Hot Chocolate blend with mini dehydrated 
marshmallows.

GREAT OUTDOORS & WINTER'S CALLING, 
each single serve pouch makes one mug of 
steaming, creamy Maple flavored Hot Chocolate.

CAMPFIRE COCOA CUBE,  
holds enough of our finest 
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate 
blend with mini dehydrated 
marshmallows to make 4 to 6 
mugs of warming Hot Cocoa.

CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS, 
mini dehydrated marshmallows 
in a sealed moisture proof plastic 
shaker bottle to keep them 
fresh all season long. Perfect 
for topping any of our Hot 
Chocolates.

GREAT OUTDOORS METAL 
LUNCHBOX, a great keepsake 
gift with metal hinges and clasp, 
plastic handle and filled with a 
140g pouch of creamy Maple 
flavored Hot Chocolate, enough 
to make 4 to 6 mugs.

Outdoors themed mugs
Matching mugs, great as a gift, each comes in a gift box, complete with a matching pouch of our Hot Chocolate. Each faux-enamel 
mug made from ceramic holds 400ml/13oz and measures 9cm (3.5")D x 9cm (3.5")H. 

WINTER’S CALLING! MUG SET
Ceramic Mug with 2 unique expressions, ''Winter's Calling'' and  
''The Big Chill'', and a single serve Hot Chocolate pouch (Maple)

EAMUGWI
6.00 (case 6/36.00)

GREAT OUTDOORS MUG SET
Ceramic Mug with 2 unique expressions, ''The Great Outdoors'' and  

''Wild & Free'', and a single serve Hot Chocolate pouch (Maple)
EAMUGGO

6.00 (case 6/36.00)

CAMPFIRE MUG SET
Ceramic Mug with 2 unique expressions, "Outdoors & S'mores" and  

"Life's Better around the Campfire", and a single serve Hot 
Chocolate pouch (Double Truffle with marshmallows)

EAMUGCF
6.00 (case 6/36.00)

Campfire 
Collection
Enjoy the "Great Outdoors", perfect for the 
campsite, the lake, the backyard or anywhere 
you want to enjoy being in the great outdoors. 
Outdoor themed packaging, suitable for all 
seasons, for locals, visitors and tourists alike.

S'mores Dip
In the useful 6" Cast Iron Skillet or a heat 
proof dish, layer the chocolate morsels, add a 
little cream, then add the mini marshmallows, 
bake in the oven or open fire, serve with 
graham crackers (not included).

S'MORES DIP
Includes chocolate and 

marshmallows
BSMOXSM

4.50 (caisse 6/27.00)

6.3 inch
(16cm)

MAR
NEW !
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CRANBERRY & ALMOND
GBRIECA

2.50 (case 8/20.00)

PECAN & BROWN SUGAR
GBRIEPS

2.50 (case 8/20.00)

MAPLE & WALNUT
GBRIEMW

2.50 (case 8/20.00)

FIG & PISTACHIO
GBRIEFP

2.50 (case 8/20.00)

APPLE & PECAN
GBRIEAP

2.50 (case 8/20.00)

APRICOT & JALAPENO
GBRIEAJ

2.50 (case 8/20.00)

RED BRIE BAKER KIT WITH  
CRANBERRY & ALMOND TOPPING

Includes 2 piece ceramic baker and 1 box of brie topping
EGIFTRD

13.00 (case 4/52.00)

WHITE BRIE BAKER KIT WITH 
APPLE & PECAN TOPPING

Includes 2 piece ceramic baker and 1 box of brie topping
EGIFTWH

13.00 (case 4/52.00)

The Perfect Baked Brie to Share
A hot from the oven Baked Brie or Camembert is so easy to make, perfect every time with our natural blends of toppings, featuring 
dried nuts, fruits and spices. Prepare in an oven proof dish following our simple instructions, serve with crusty artisan bread. Great as 
an appetizer to share.

APRICOT JALAPENO
GTOPJAJ

5.25 (case 12/63.00)

SWEET ONION
GTOPJON

5.25 (case 12/63.00)

CRANBERRY ORANGE
GTOPJCR

5.25 (case 12/63.00)

RED PEPPER JELLY
GTOPJRP

5.25 (case 12/63.00)

RED BRIE & DIP BAKER
EBAKERD

Comes in a gift box
12.00 (case 4/48.00)

WHITE BRIE & DIP BAKER
EBAKEWH

Comes in a gift box
12.00 (case 4/48.00)

PINEAPPLE HABANERO
GJELJPH

4.95 (case 12/59.40)

ROASTED GARLIC 
JALAPENO

GJELJGJ
4.95 (case 12/59.40)

Specialty Jellies
Made in small batches, serve with a fine cheeseboard, a variety of 
meats or pâté. Each 150g (5.3oz) jar has a distinctive flavor and 
pairing potential. Try any heated up as a glaze.

PINEAPPLE HABANERO, serve with Pork or Turkey, or make a 
glaze and serve over vegetables.

ROASTED GARLIC JALAPENO, goes perfectly with cold Roast Beef.

Cheese Toppings
Made with fruit and spices, the sweetness and texture of these 
toppings pairs perfectly with many fine cheeses, the perfect 
compliment to a cheeseboard. All of them are wonderful as well for 
preparing a Baked Brie, in an oven proof dish top the brie with a 
couple of spoonful’s, bake and enjoy.  250ml/8oz glass jar.

BRIE TOPPINGS  
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSB2
90 Brie Toppings  

(1) 225.00

CHEESE TOPPING  
MIXED CASE

GTOPJX1
5.50 (case 12/66.00)

Oven Proof Brie Bakers
Versatile ceramic 2 piece bakers with lid, available alone or in a gift box with our favorite brie toppings. Perfect to bake and serve a 
Baked Brie, baked dip, or to prepare a small casserole to share.

COLD SENSITIVE: Breakage risk in extreme cold. Ships weather permitting.
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Cooking with 
Cast Iron
A Cast Iron Skillet is perfect for preparing a 
satisfying appetizer, meal, dessert or snack. 
A delicious Baked Brie with our toppings or 
a delicious Homemade baked dip using our 
blends. Serve hot from the oven, barbecue 
or even the campfire, cast iron makes a 
perfect serving dish and keeps food hot 
much longer while being enjoyed.

Savory dishes from "Oven to Table" in a Cast Iron Skillet
Sturdy, durable, a cast iron skillet works with any stove, heats evenly and holds heat well, it’s so versatile it can be moved from 
stovetop to oven, can be used on the grill, even over a campfire then brought to the table as a serving dish (with a heat pad to protect 
hands and table of course).

Baked Brie in a Skillet
Our complete kit contains a 16cm (6.3") diameter cast iron skillet filled with our tastiest baked brie toppings. Take a small 8oz (225g) 
round Brie or Camembert Cheese, score the top with a knife, place it in the skillet, top off the cheese with the easy to prepare 
toppings, bake in 350°F (180°C) oven for 15-20 minutes, serve hot from the skillet.

Baked Dips in a Skillet
Serve a piping hot baked dip prepared with our tasty blend of Herbs & Spices (included) in our 20cm (8") cast iron skillet straight from 
the oven to your table. The cast iron will keep your dip hot while you share with friends and family.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Hand wash with mild soap to preserve the natural non-stick properties in order to enjoy the skillet for years to 
come. Our skillets are pre-seasoned, but as with all cast iron, they should be washed, dried and then re-oiled ready for the next use. 
This will reduce the chances of rusting as well. Very important also to never use a metal knife or utensil in the cast iron skillet, to avoid 
damaging the natural non-stick finish of the seasoned skillet.

Cast iron skillet with
FIG & PISTACHIO BRIE TOPPING

EBRICFP
10.50 (case 4/42.00)

Cast iron skillet with
PECAN & BROWN SUGAR BRIE TOPPING

EBRICPS
10.50 (case 4/42.00)

Cast iron skillet with
PARMESAN & ARTICHOKE DIP MIX

Makes 2 ½ cups
EASDPPA

17.00 (case 2/34.00)

Cast iron skillet with
CHEESY NACHO DIP MIX

Makes 2 ½ cups
EASDPCN

17.00 (case 2/34.00)

Cast iron skillet with
CRANBERRY & ALMOND BRIE TOPPING

EBRICCA
10.50 (case 4/42.00)

6.3 inch
(16cm)

8 inch
(20cm)
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NEW Skillet Desserts
Your favorite dessert refills now in a cute new cube format, easy to make recipes included.  
Cube dimensions: 10cm H x 10cm W x 10cm D (4" H x 4" W x 4" D)

CHOCOLATE BROWNIE
4 servings

GBROXCB
4.50 (case 6/27.00)

CHOCOLATE CHIP  
COOKIE

GCOOXCH
4.50 (case 6/27.00)

APPLE CRUMBLE
GAPPXAP

4.50 (case 6/27.00)

S'MORES DIP
Includes chocolate and 

marshmallows
BSMOXSM

4.50 (case 6/27.00)

UNICORN  
S’MORES DIP

BSMOXUN
4.50 (case 6/27.00)

CHOCOLATE BROWNIE SKILLET
Includes Skillet & Brownie mix

Just add egg, water and oil
EASCSCB

10.50 (case 4/42.00)

APPLE CRUMBLE SKILLET
Includes Skillet, Sugar & spice mix for apples & Crumble mix

Makes 2 recipes
EASCSAP

10.50 (case 4/42.00)

CANDY CANE BROWNIE SKILLET
Includes Skillet, Brownie mix & Candy Cane bits

Just add egg, water and oil
EASCSBC

10.50 (case 4/42.00)

S'MORES DIP KIT SKILLET
Includes skillet, chocolate and marshmallows

ESMOK01
12.50 (case 4/50.00)

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE SKILLET 
Includes Skillet, Cookie mix & Chocolate chips

Just add water
EASCSCH

10.50 (case 4/42.00)

UNICORN S’MORES DIP KIT SKILLET
Includes skillet, white chocolate and colored marshmallows

ESMOKUN
12.50 (case 4/50.00)

6.3 inch
(16cm)

HEAT SENSITIVE: Melting risk in extreme heat. Ships weather permitting.

Making Milkshakes FUN
Time to make milkshakes fun again…our color changing blends are 
sure to bring a smile.

NEW Frosty Milkshake Gift Set
Perfect as a gift, each includes a plastic bottle tumbler in a retro 
"Milk bottle" style with screw cap and reusable plastic straw. 
Each bottle is 19.3 cm H x 7cm D (7.5" H x 2.75" D) and holds a 
generous 500ml/16oz of delicious frosty Milkshake. 

Gift box is 26.5 cm H x 8.5cm W x 10cm D (10.4" H x 3.25" W x 4" D)

Single Serve Milkshakes
Just add milk and a scoop of ice cream to our color changing,  
vanilla flavored mix and blend.

UNICORN PINK MILKSHAKE
Turns Pink when prepared, vanilla flavor

TSHAMUN
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SEAHORSE PURPLE MILKSHAKE
Turns Purple when prepared, vanilla flavor

TSHAMSE
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

UNICORN MILKSHAKE TUMBLER SET
Includes clear plastic bottle with pink screw cap, 

pink and white striped reusable straw, 
2 Unicorn Milkshake mix minis

ESHAKUN
7.50 (case 4/30.00)

SHARK BLUE MILKSHAKE
Turns Blue when prepared, vanilla flavor

TSHAMSH
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DINOSAUR GREEN MILKSHAKE
Turns Green when prepared, vanilla flavor

TSHAMDI
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SHARK MILKSHAKE TUMBLER SET
Includes clear plastic bottle with blue screw 
cap, blue and white striped reusable straw, 

2 Shark Milkshake mix minis
ESHAKSH

7.50 (case 4/30.00)

Tasty Desserts baked and served in a Skillet
Cast Iron Skillets are ideal to make desserts, like our ooey gooey skillet brownie. Cast Iron desserts offer a crunchy exterior with a 
warm soft center. The perfect way to serve from oven to table, just take a spoon and dig right it. Adding a scoop of ice cream is a truly 
decadent way to top off these treats.
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SEASONAL PRODUCTS: available August to December 2022. *Subject to availability outside these dates.
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NEW Kids Mug Cake set
SET INCLUDES:

• 4 Kid-size mugs decorated with pastel polka dots, 
  7cm D x 6.7cm H (2.75" D x 2.6" H) 

• 200g (7oz) Chocolate cake mix

• 15g (0.5oz) Rainbow colored sprinkles

• Easy to follow recipe sheet

Easy to make and back by popular demand, only 
now everything is kid-sized. The cutest little mugs 
decorated with pastel colored polka dots.

UNICORN BROWNIE SET
EKIDKBR

12.50 (case 4/50.00)

MINI CHOCOLATE MUG CAKE SET
EKIDKRM

15.00 (case 4/60.00) 

CHOCOLATE CHIP PANCAKE SET
EKIDKPA

8.50 (case 4/34.00)

HOMEMADE MOLTEN BROWNIE DIY KIT
Makes 4 portions

EBAK4MB
12.50 (case 4/50.00)

NEW Kids Unicorn 
Brownie set
SET INCLUDES:

• Pink Silicone Mold with 6 Unicorn molds,  
  26cm x 16cm x 3cm (10" x 6" x 1")

• 400g (14oz) Chocolate brownie mix

• 15g (0.5oz) Rainbow colored sprinkles

• Easy to follow recipe sheet

The re-usable, dishwasher safe Unicorn silicone 
mold makes this kit so fun and special when 
combined with our easy to make and bake 
chocolate Brownie mix.

New Homemade Molten Brownies set
Each easy to make kit contains everything needed to prepare and  
share something out of the ordinary.

SET INCLUDES:

• 4 White Ceramic Ramekins (150ml/5oz,  
  8.8cm/3.5” D x 4.2cm/1.65” H) 

• 200g (7oz) Chocolate brownie mix

• 50g (1.75oz) Chocolate wafers

• Easy to follow recipe sheet

This set contains enough to make 4 individual Molten Brownies, a 
decadent dessert much like a Lava cake. Can be served piping hot from 
the oven in the ramekin or turned out hot onto a small plate served with ice 
cream or whipped cream.

NEW Kids Chocolate Chip Pancake set
SET INCLUDES:

• Red Silicone Pancake Mold with handles featuring Heart, Star, Flower,  
  and Circle shapes, 35cm x 19cm x1.5cm (13.75" x 7.5" x 0.5")

• 140g (5oz) Pancake mix

• 30g (1oz) Chocolate chips

• Easy to follow recipe sheet

Our specially designed safe silicone mold is so easy 
to use without burning those little fingers or risking 
cutting them on sharp metal cutters. Just heat a pan 
(best if it is non stick), carefully place the mold in the 
pan, add our prepared pancake mix, sprinkle with 
chocolate chips and watch them turn golden brown 
on one side, flip over with the easy to use silicone 
handles. Lots of safe fun for the family.

"Village Kids"
A timely collection of tastes designed to be fun to make with the youngsters, a gift to share with family and friends. Each kit includes 
the key ingredients needed for a fun and tasty project.

*Not to scale

*Not to scale

*Not to scale

*Not to scale
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"Easy to Make Homemade"
This headline has never been more appropriate than with these new fun and 
tasty Molten Brownie kits. Each easy to make kit contains everything needed  
to prepare and share something out of the ordinary.

HEAT SENSITIVE: Melting risk in extreme heat. Ships weather permitting.
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Hot Chocolate 
Bombs DIY Kits
Hot Chocolate bombs are all the rage. They are 
fun, they are whimsical, great for sharing, now 
they can be made at home with our all inclusive 
DIY kits. 

Formed into beautiful round balls, by a thin 
shell of chocolate, filled with one of our hot 
chocolate mixes and some dehydrated mini 
marshmallows, then topped with sprinkles, 
these picture perfect bombs melt seamlessly 
when hot milk is poured over top.  A fun family 
project to make together, with a lovely surprise 
each time they are served. Great for birthday 
& pyjama parties, the holidays, gender reveal 
parties, or just for a fun family activity.

CLASSIC 
HOT CHOCOLATE  

BOMB DIY KIT
EBOMKDT

11.00 (case 4/44.00)

CANDY CANE  
HOT CHOCOLATE  

BOMB DIY KIT
EBOMKCC

11.00 (case 4/44.00)

PINK  
HOT CHOCOLATE  

BOMB DIY KIT
EBOMKPI

11.00 (case 4/44.00)

BLUE 
HOT CHOCOLATE  

BOMB DIY KIT
EBOMKBL

11.00 (case 4/44.00)

CLASSIC HOT CHOCOLATE 
BOMB REFILL ESSENTIALS
Includes milk chocolate morsels, 
double truffle hot chocolate mix, 
dehydrated mini marshmallows  

& rainbow colored sprinkles
BBOMXDT

6.00 (case 4/24.00) 

CANDY CANE HOT 
CHOCOLATE BOMB  
REFILL ESSENTIALS

Includes milk chocolate morsels, 
candy cane hot chocolate mix, 
dehydrated mini marshmallows  

& candy cane bits
BBOMXCC

6.00 (case 4/24.00) 

PINK HOT CHOCOLATE 
BOMB REFILL ESSENTIALS
Includes white chocolate morsels, 

pink color changing  
white hot chocolate mix,  

dehydrated mini marshmallows  
& rainbow colored sprinkles

BBOMXPI
6.00 (case 4/24.00) 

BLUE HOT CHOCOLATE 
BOMB REFILL ESSENTIALS
Includes white chocolate morsels, 

blue color changing  
white hot chocolate mix,  

dehydrated mini marshmallows  
& rainbow colored sprinkles

BBOMXBL
6.00 (case 4/24.00) 

SALTED CARAMEL 
 HOT CHOCOLATE BOMB 

REFILL ESSENTIALS
Includes milk chocolate morsels, 
salted caramel hot chocolate mix, 

dehydrated mini marshmallows  
& caramel bits
BBOMXSC

6.00 (case 4/24.00) 

NEW  
FLAVOR!
SALTED 

CARAMEL
MAR

HEAT SENSITIVE: Melting risk in extreme heat. Ships weather permitting.

Hot Chocolate Bomb Refills
Refills come in a colorful gift box 10x10cm (4”x4”), includes Chocolate, Hot Chocolate mix, 
dehydrated mini Marshmallows and toppings; silicone mold not included.

Classic Hot Chocolate Bomb Kit
KIT INCLUDES:

• Red Silicone Mold with 8 semi sphere shapes (5 cm/2" diameter) 
  Mold: 25.5 cm x 13.2 cm x 2.5 cm (10" x 5" x 1")

• 115g (4oz) Milk Chocolate wafers

• 70g (2.5oz) Double Truffle Hot Chocolate mix

• 20g (0.7oz) Mini dehydrated Marshmallows

• 15g (0.5oz) Rainbow colored sprinkles

Comes in a gift box 15x15cm (6"x6") with easy to follow recipe sheet inside.

Candy Cane Hot Chocolate Bomb Kit
KIT INCLUDES:

• Red Silicone Mold with 8 semi sphere shapes (5 cm/2" diameter) 
  Mold: 25.5 cm x 13.2 cm x 2.5 cm (10" x 5" x 1")

• 115g (4oz) Milk Chocolate wafers

• 70g (2.5oz) Candy Cane Hot Chocolate mix

• 20g (0.7oz) Mini dehydrated Marshmallows

• 15g (0.5oz) Candy Cane bits

Comes in a gift box 15x15cm (6"x6") with easy to follow recipe sheet inside.

Pink Hot Chocolate Bomb Kit
KIT INCLUDES:

• Pink Silicone Mold with 8 semi sphere shapes (5 cm/2" diameter) 
  Mold: 25.5 cm x 13.2 cm x 2.5 cm (10" x 5" x 1")

• 115g (4oz) White Chocolate wafers

• 70g (2.5oz) White Hot Chocolate mix, color changing to Pink

• 20g (0.7oz) Mini dehydrated Marshmallows

• 15g (0.5oz) Rainbow colored sprinkles

Comes in a gift box 15x15cm (6"x6") with easy to follow recipe sheet inside.

Blue Hot Chocolate Bomb Kit
KIT INCLUDES:

• Blue Silicone Mold with 8 semi sphere shapes (5 cm/2" diameter) 
  Mold: 25.5 cm x 13.2 cm x 2.5 cm (10" x 5" x 1")

• 115g (4oz) White Chocolate wafers

• 70g (2.5oz) White Hot Chocolate mix, color changing to Blue

• 20g (0.7oz) Mini dehydrated Marshmallows

• 15g (0.5oz) Rainbow colored sprinkles

Comes in a gift box 15x15cm (6"x6") with easy to follow recipe sheet inside.
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SEASONAL PRODUCTS: available August to December 2022. *Subject to availability outside these dates
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Whimsical 
Collection
Our Whimsical collection of color changing Hot 
Chocolate single serve pouches,"minis", keeps 
growing. Featuring attractive designs for the 
young at heart. Most are color changing blends 
which start out white and turn to wonderful pastel 
colors when prepared. Empty contents of the 
pouch into a heatproof glass or ceramic mug, 
add hot water or hot milk to our blend and watch 
the color change, stir and enjoy. A creamy vanilla 
flavor with hints of coconut. All are 0% trans fat.

NEW YETI HOT CHOCOLATE, a fun character 
who turns Blue when you add hot water or hot milk.

UNICORN S’MORES DIP KIT SKILLET
Includes skillet, white chocolate and colored marshmallows

ESMOKUN
12.50 (case 4/50.00)

WHIMSICAL HOT CHOCOLATE 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSWM
360 Pouches of Whimsical  
Hot Chocolate (1) 277.20

Unicorn S'mores
This product for the young at heart became an 
instant hit… The complete set features a versatile 
16cm (6") cast iron skillet filled with a pouch of pastel 
colored fruity mini marshmallows and a pouch of 
white chocolate morsels. Easy to prepare, heat and 
serve straight from the skillet. Simply follow our easy 
recipe, add the chocolate morsels and some cream to 
the bottom of the skillet, heat and stir, then layer the 
marshmallows on top and broil briefly.

The decorative packaging is minimal and recyclable, 
the cast iron skillet will become a valued reusable item 
for many years.

HEAT SENSITIVE: Melting risk in extreme heat. Ships weather permitting.

YETI
Blue colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Blue when prepared
GCHOMYT

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

MERMAID
Purple colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Purple when prepared
GCHOMME

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

MONKEY
Banana flavored Hot Chocolate

GCHOMMK
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

LLAMA
Blue colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Blue when prepared
GCHOMLL

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

FAIRY
Turquoise colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Turquoise when prepared
GCHOMFA

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DINOSAUR
Green colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Green when prepared
GCHOMDI

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

FLAMINGO
Pink colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Pink when prepared
GCHOMFL

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

UNICORN
Pink colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Pink when prepared
GCHOMUN

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DRAGON
Orange flavored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Orange when prepared
GCHOMDR

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DONUT
Double Truffle
GCHOMDU

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

WHIMSICAL 
MARSHMALLOWS

(dehydrated)
BTOPSWM

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

LLAMA LUNCHBOX WITH HOT CHOCOLATE
Includes Lunchbox & Blue colored White  
Hot Chocolate, turns Blue when prepared

EATHCLL
6.00 (case 6/36.00)

UNICORN  
S’MORES DIP

BSMOXUN
4.50 (case 6/27.00)

AUG
NEW !

MAR
NEW !
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BEAR
Double Truffle
GCHOMWB

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

FRANKENSTEIN
Green colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Green when prepared
GCHOMHF

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

FOX
Double Truffle
GCHOMWF

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DEER
Double Truffle
GCHOMWD

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CHICK
Purple colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns purple when prepared
GCHOMEC

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

VAMPIRE
Red velvet flavored Hot Chocolate

GCHOMHV
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

BUNNY
Pink colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Pink when prepared
GCHOMEB

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

RACCOON
Double Truffle
GCHOMWR

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

WITCHES BREW
Orange flavored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Orange when prepared
GCHOMHW

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

NEW Easter Hot Chocolate 
Collection
Cuddly bunnies and cute little chicks make this 
seasonal collection extra special with fun color 
changing Hot Chocolate.

NEW BUNNY, Pink Color Changing White  
Hot Chocolate

NEW CHICKS, Purple Color Changing White  
Hot Chocolate

NEW "Woodland Friends" Hot Chocolate Collection
Following the huge success of our "Whimsical" collection, we are excited to introduce cute Forest "Woodland" Creatures to our SINGLE 
SERVE Hot Chocolate minis. Each portrays a cutesy Forest Character - a baby Deer, a red Fox, a cuddly Bear and of course a Raccoon 
with those special eyes, each is filled with our classic Double Truffle Hot Chocolate. Just add hot water or hot milk, stir and enjoy. Buy 
the whole collection. Also available in a new "cube" format (see page 55) which features all the Forest characters on the box.

NEW Halloween Hot Chocolate Collection
Ghoulish colors of Hot Chocolate when you add hot water or hot milk.

NEW VAMPIRE, Red Velvet flavored Hot Chocolate

NEW FRANKENSTEIN, Green Color Changing White Hot Chocolate

NEW WITCHES BREW, Tastes of Orange and changes color to orange when you 
add hot water or hot milk

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !
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Dessert Flavored  
Hot Chocolate
Flavors and ingredients tailored to todays discerning 
customers, all the wonderful taste you would expect from 
Gourmet du Village Hot Chocolate, some with added 
benefits.

NEW TURMERIC HOT CHOCOLATE, A more health-
conscious Hot Chocolate with many health benefits such 
as antioxidant and anti inflammatory properties. The taste 
is a wonderful surprise…a gentle warm spice flavor. 

NEW COLLAGEN HOT CHOCOLATE, Collagen 
supplements are associated with healthy joints and skin, 
enjoy the taste of our favorite Double Truffle Hot Chocolate 
with extra benefits.

NEW ORANGE HOT CHOCOLATE, Back by special 
request from those who have known us for a while, was 
and is a classic combination of Orange and Chocolate.

NEW VANILLA CHAI HOT CHOCOLATE, Rich and spicy 
vanilla Hot Chocolate, perfect on a cool day.

NEW MACAROON HOT CHOCOLATE, Toasted coconut 
would be the best description of this wonderful flavor, think 
of a chocolate coconut macaroon treat.

CLASSIC HOT CHOCOLATE 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSCL
360 pouches of Flavored & 

Classic Hot Chocolate (1) 277.20

ORANGE
GCHOMOR

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

COCONUT MACAROON
GCHOMMA

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

VANILLA CHAI
GCHOMVC

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

FRENCH VANILLA
GCHOMFV

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

S’MORES
GCHOMSM

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CRÈME BRULÉE
GCHOMCB

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

IRISH CREAM
GCHOMIC

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SALTED CARAMEL
GCHOMCS

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DOUBLE TRUFFLE  
WITH COLLAGEN

GCHOMDC
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

TURMERIC
GCHOMTM

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

WHITE SALTED CARAMEL
GCHOMWS

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

MAPLE
GCHOMMP

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !
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The Best Hot 
Chocolate Around
Take our classic Double Truffle Hot Chocolate 
then add some incredible natural flavors. 
Delicious mixed with hot water, even richer 
and creamier when prepared with hot milk. Our 
Double Truffle contains up to 10% cocoa, much 
more than other national brands and is of course 
0% trans fat. Shelf stable with shelf life of  
36 months from date of manufacture. Each comes 
packed 24 per case in a shelf ready display box.

CHERRY CHOCOLATE SUNDAE
GCHOMCH

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

PEANUT BUTTER
GCHOMPB

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SNICKERDOODLE
GCHOMSD

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

PEPPERMINT
GCHOMPP

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

WHITE
GCHOMWH

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

DOUBLE TRUFFLE
GCHOMDT

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

Our Hot chocolate minis all come 
packed in 24’s in this easy to 

merchandise, branded display box, 
100% recyclable and compostable.  

ECO-Printed with vegetable based ink 
and water based finishing.

CHOCOLATE STORM
12 oz capacity
EAMUTCS

7.50 (case 4/30.00)

HOT CHOCOLATE BULK
EZCHM + 2 last letters of mini pouch code 

(example Unicorn EZCHMUN).
EZCHM_ _

0.72 (case 288/207.36)

Travel Mug
Keep your Hot Chocolate hot… to the last drop. 
Beautifully designed 375ml/12oz capacity metal 
insulated travel mug with removable, sealable 
plastic lid. Perfect for the car or a walk in the park.

Buy in bulk and save
More and more customers are buying in bulk and 
saving. Save 5 cents (6%) on each single serve mini 
Hot Chocolate, any variety when you order in bulk 
cases of 288. Save money, save wasted packaging, 
avoid running out of your best sellers.

To order use code EZCHM plus the last 2 letters 
of the regular product code (example Unicorn bulk 
288, EZCHMUN)

Classic tastes 
with a classic 
new look
Our original "Classic" blends with 
a new look for our anniversary.

Double Truffle was our first 
and signature Hot Chocolate 
blend loved by our customers 
from the very beginning; a rich, 
smooth, creamy taste, add a 
little mint flavor and we created 
Peppermint. Our White was a 
completely new blend, vanilla 
flavor with accents of coconut, 
smooth and creamy. Mix with 
hot water, they all taste extra 
creamy with hot milk.

ROCKY ROAD
GCHOMRO

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !

MAR
NEW !
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EXTRA RICH MUG SET FOR TWO
EMG2KXC

20.00 (case 4/80.00)

EXTRA RICH
Hot Chocolate
GCHOMXC

0.80 (case 24/19.20)

RASPBERRY EXTRA RICH
Raspberry Flavored

GCHOMXR
0.80 (case 24/19.20)

MINT EXTRA RICH
Mint Flavored
GCHOMXM

0.80 (case 24/19.20)

NEW EXTRA RICH  
HOT CHOCOLATE 
Richer than any Hot Chocolate 
we have offered previously, more 
cocoa in the blend (20%) giving 
a rich smooth Hot Chocolate 
when mixed with hot milk. This 
is a real treat for oneself as well 
as for giving to others.

NEW RASPBERRY EXTRA RICH 
HOT CHOCOLATE 
This just might be our tasting 
panel's favorite new taste for 
2022, we sat around the tasting 
table and everyone wanted to go 
first with their comments. This 
truly is one of our best!

NEW MINT EXTRA RICH  
HOT CHOCOLATE 
The perfect pairing of our rich, 
slightly dark chocolate with a 
creamy mint flavor, extra smooth 
and rich when mixed with hot milk.

NEW Extra Rich  
Hot Chocolate 
Cubes
These mixes are so good that 
we are also launching all 3 
wonderful new flavors in a 
larger format immediately.

Each recyclable cube box 
comes filled with 140g (4.9 
oz) of our Extra Rich Hot 
Chocolate, enough to make  
4 to 6 servings.

Size 10.2cm x 10.2cm x 
10.2cm (4" x 4" x 4")

Extra Rich  
Hot Chocolate
An upscale assortment of 3 new flavors added 
to our Hot Chocolate collection. Featuring an 
even richer Hot Chocolate mix made with 20% 
COCOA, the perfect balance of cocoa and 
sweetness. These you really have to taste made 
extra rich and creamy with hot milk, definitely for 
the chocolate lover.

New Classic tastes and designs are perfect for 
gifting, available in 3 sizes and packages…

Ready for the discerning gift basket.

EXTRA RICH CUBE
Hot Chocolate

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXXC

4.25 (case 6/25.50)

RASPBERRY  
EXTRA RICH CUBE

Raspberry flavored
Makes 4-6 servings

GCHOXXR
4.25 (case 6/25.50)

MINT  
EXTRA RICH CUBE

Mint flavored
Makes 4-6 servings

GCHOXXM
4.25 (case 6/25.50)

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

*Not to scale

These NEW Extra Rich 
Hot Chocolates deserve 
to be featured in a gift 
presentation
These make a beautiful, extra special gift set! Each 
beautifully boxed set features a canister filled with 
our Extra Rich Hot Chocolate (enough to make 4 to 
6 mugs) and 2 beautifully designed ceramic mugs 
that everyone will want to keep.

Perfect for corporate gifting, as a gift for the 
chocolate lover, a favorite friend or significant other.

Box Dimensions: 13.5cm H x 30cm W x 11cm D 
(5.25"H x 11.75"W x 4.5"D)

Mug Dimensions: 9.6cm H x 8cm D (3.75"H x 3"D) 
Mug Capacity: 380ml/12.85 oz
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PLAID GNOME
Double Truffle
GCHOMG1

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

HOLIDAY TRAIN
Double Truffle
GCHOMHT

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

Festive  
Hot Chocolate
Our favorite creamy Hot Chocolate 
all wrapped up in colorful, Festive & 
Nostalgic single serve minis.

Each makes one mug of warming holiday 
cocoa, simply add hot water even richer 
with hot milk. All are 0% trans fat.

FESTIVE FLOOR DISPLAY,  
The perfect way to display a whole 
collection of these best sellers in a 
seasonal display that takes up very little 
floor space.

Each comes filled with 15 cases of 24 
single serve minis for a total of 360 
pieces per display. Place this in a high 
traffic area and watch those minis fly out 
of your store.

SNOWMAN
MARSHMALLOWS

(dehydrated)
BTOPSSM

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

FESTIVE HOT CHOCOLATE 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSFS
360 Pouches of Festive  

Hot Chocolate (1) 277.20

NEW PLAID GNOME 
Our friendly gnome character, all dressed up in 
red plaid comes filled with everyone’s favorite 
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate mix.

NEW RETRO ORNAMENT 
The holidays bring back warm nostalgic 
memories of family and friends, celebrate with a 
warming mug of Double Truffle.

NEW HOLIDAY TRAIN 
The excitement of Christmas, a perfect time to 
slow down and enjoy the moment with a mug of 
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate.

NEW CANDY CANE 
Nothing new about the best selling, best tasting 
Hot Chocolate inside, just a fresh new design for 
the outer Candy Cane package.

MINI MARSHMALLOWS 
34 g of dehydrated mini marshmallows, plastic 
bottle with shaker lid, enough for many mugs of 
your favorite beverage.

OWL
Double Truffle
GCHOMOW

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SNOWGLOBE
Salted Caramel
GCHOMSG

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

WINTER CAMPER
Double Truffle
GCHOMRC

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

RETRO ORNAMENT
Double Truffle
GCHOMFO

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

NUTCRACKER
Double Truffle
GCHOMNU

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CANDY CANE
Candy Cane
GCHOMCC

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SANTA
Double Truffle
GCHOMSR

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

REINDEER
Double Truffle with Marshmallows

GCHOMRR
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SNOWMAN
Candy Cane White

GCHOMS3
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

POLAR BEAR
White Hot Chocolate

GCHOMRB 
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

GINGERBREAD
Gingerbread
GCHOMGB

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

PENGUIN
Double Truffle
GCHOMPG

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

SEASONAL PRODUCTS: available August to December 2022. *Subject to availability outside these dates
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No Sugar Added Hot Chocolate
This collection is specially prepared for those who want to follow a healthier lifestyle and eat/drink more mindfully, but also want to 
enjoy the full taste of our Hot Chocolate. This collection is growing in popularity by leaps and bounds and offers all the taste you would 
expect from a Gourmet du Village Hot Chocolate but with “No Sugar Added”. Just add hot milk and enjoy.

This collection of Hot Chocolates contain ‘No Added Sugar’ and are sweetened with sucralose. Although not sugar free, the sugars in 
these are naturally occurring in select ingredients. The result is a taste filled product with much lower sugar and calorie values than our 
regular Hot Chocolates. They are also a good source of fibre.

DOUBLE TRUFFLE
No Sugar Added

GCHOMN1
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CANDY CANE
No Sugar Added

GCHOMN2
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

SALTED CARAMEL
No Sugar Added

GCHOMN3
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

MAPLE
No Sugar Added

GCHOMN5
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

WHITE CHOCOLATE
No Sugar Added

GCHOMN4
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS ADVENT CALENDAR
GCHOX12

12.50 (case 4/50.00)

NEW 12 Days of Christmas Advent Calendar
Our newest and most special holiday gift package. This book style gift box adorned with Christmas graphics opens up to reveal  
12 window tabs, one for each of the "12 Days of Christmas", but rather than being filled with "a Partridge in a Pear Tree" or "2 Turtle 
Doves" it is filled with a wonderful tasty assortment of 12 of our ever popular holiday themed single serve Hot Chocolates.

"The 12 Days of Christmas" is a song we sing but in this box 12 presents we bring, open one each day to celebrate the Holidays.

Dimension: 30.5cm H x 24cm W x 3.2cm D (12"H x 9.4"W x 1.25"D)

12 FESTIVE  
MINIS INCLUDED:

Holiday Train
Gnome

Candy Cane
Nutcracker

Owl
Gingerbread
Snowman

Santa
Snowglobe

Penguin
Polar Bear
Reindeer

AUG
NEW !
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NEW Hot Chocolate  
Ornaments
Each of these beautifully decorated pyramid 
shaped ornaments holds 2, yes 2 single serve 
minis of Hot Chocolate of the matching design.

Perfect as a gift, perfect for the tree, each comes 
with a matching ribbon bow & loop to make it 
easy to hang, each also has a panel with a gift 
label for you to write, "To & From". They are 
10.2cm (4") wide and 10.2cm (4") high, perfect 
for trimming the tree.

SNOWGLOBE PYRAMID ORNAMENT
Salted Caramel
GCHOPSG

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

UNICORN PYRAMID ORNAMENT
Pink colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Pink when prepared
GCHOPUN

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

CLASSIC PYRAMID ORNAMENT
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate

GCHOPCL
2.95 (case 6/17.70)

NUTCRACKER PYRAMID ORNAMENT
Double Truffle
GCHOPNU

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

DINOSAUR PYRAMID ORNAMENT
Green colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Green when prepared
GCHOPDI

2.95 (case 6/17.70)

40TH MULLING MIX PYRAMID ORNAMENT**
Instant mix, just add hot Wine or Apple Cider

TMULPMI
2.95 (case 6/17.70)

NEW for the 
Holidays
Traditional & nostalgic red and green 
designs, each finished with a holiday 
red ribbon bow and hanging loop.  
Each contains 2 matching single serve 
minis filled with rich and creamy Hot 
Chocolate.

SNOWGLOBE, Salted Caramel

NUTCRACKER, Double Truffle

NEW for the young 
at heart
Whimsical surprises on the tree are 
a fun holiday treat, each of these 
two best selling designs includes 2 
matching single serve minis filled with 
White color changing Hot Chocolate.

UNICORN, White Hot Chocolate color 
changing to Pink

DINOSAUR, White Hot Chocolate color 
changing to Green

NEW just for the 
taste
OUR CLASSIC DOUBLE TRUFFLE 
HOT CHOCOLATE all gift wrapped 
in a classic pyramid design for that 
special person, includes 2 single 
serve pouches of double truffle hot 
chocolate.

MULLING MIX, this warming spiced 
apple drink is all wrapped up in this 
special presentation to celebrate our 
40th anniversary. The recipe in these 
two single serve minis is based on our 
very first recipe for hot mulled wine 
and cider created 40 years ago and 
continues to please.

**Limited Edition - Available while supplies last.

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !
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UNICORN COLOR CHANGING MUG SET*
Includes 2 color changing heat activated mugs &  

2 pink unicorn color changing white hot chocolate minis
EMG2KUN

10.00 (case 4/40.00)

DINOSAUR COLOR CHANGING MUG SET*
Includes 2 color changing heat activated mugs &  

2 green dinosaur color changing white hot chocolate minis
EMG2KDI

10.00 (case 4/40.00)

WOODLAND FRIENDS  
COLOR CHANGING MUG SET*

Includes 2 color changing heat activated mugs  
& 2 woodland double truffle hot chocolate minis

EMG2KWO
10.00 (case 4/40.00)

FESTIVE COLOR CHANGING MUG SET*
Includes 2 color changing heat activated mugs & 

2 festive double truffle hot chocolate minis
EMG2KFS

10.00 (case 4/40.00)

UNICORN
Includes color changing White  
Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  

mini Marshmallows,  
Turns Pink when prepared

GCHCPUN
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

SNOWMAN
Includes Candy Cane flavored  

White Hot Chocolate and  
dehydrated mini Marshmallows

GCHCPS3
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

DINOSAUR
Includes color changing White  
Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  

mini Marshmallows, 
Turns Green when prepared

GCHCPDI
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

SNOWGLOBE
Includes Salted Caramel  

Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  
mini Marshmallows

GCHCPSG
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

MONKEY
Includes Banana flavored  

Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  
mini Marshmallows

GCHCPMK
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

REINDEER
Includes Double Truffle  

Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  
mini Marshmallows

GCHCPRR
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

GINGERBREAD
Includes Gingerbread flavored  
Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  

mini Marshmallows
GCHCPGB

2.95 (case 12/35.40)

SANTA
Includes Double Truffle  

Hot Chocolate and dehydrated  
mini Marshmallows

GCHCPSR
2.95 (case 12/35.40)

Hot Chocolate Cups
Great gift items, each attractively designed 
recyclable card cup comes with a matching single 
serve mini Hot Chocolate inside. To top it off, the 
clear plastic dome is filled with mini dehydrated 
marshmallows, enough for many cups of our 
delicious Hot Chocolate.

Just add hot water or hot milk to our Hot Chocolate, 
stir and top off with marshmallows.

Each cup is 17cm (7") high, 9.5cm (3.75") wide

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

AUG
NEW !

SEASONAL PRODUCTS: available August to December 2022. *Subject to availability outside these dates

HOT HOT
COLD COLD

HOTHOT
COLDCOLD

NEW UNICORN COLOR 
CHANGING MUGS

Watch as the dark Purple 
color fades away when hot 
liquid is added to reveal 
even more decorative 
details of the hidden 
Unicorn.

NEW WOODLAND 
FRIENDS COLOR 
CHANGING MUGS

Watch as the dark colors of 
the forest trees fade away 
when hot liquid is added to 
reveal the bright colors of 
the hidden forest creatures.

NEW DINOSAUR COLOR 
CHANGING MUGS

Watch as the dark 
silhouettes of the 
Prehistoric Dinosaurs  
fade away when hot liquid 
is added to reveal their full 
colors.

NEW HOLIDAY COLOR 
CHANGING MUGS

Watch as the dark Green 
background color changes 
to a bright holiday Red 
to reveal all your favorite 
holiday characters.

NEW Color Changing Mugs
The perfect gift for children & families to share with siblings or friends. Just add hot liquid inside the mug and watch the outer design 
change color and reveal fun designs, characters and colors. 
Each mug set features 2 kid-sized color changing mugs and 2 hot chocolate minis sharing the same theme.  
Each holds 250ml/8oz in the 7cm H x 8cm D (2.75" H x 3.15" D) ceramic mug. 
Box Dimensions: 10cm H x 22cm W x 11cm D (4"H x 8.5"W x 4.25"D) 
*We recommend gentle hand washing in warm soapy water to preserve the life of the color changing characteristics on each mug.
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EXTRA RICH
Hot Chocolate

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXXC

4.25 (case 6/25.50)

WOODLAND FRIENDS
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXWF

4.00 (case 6/24.00)

RASPBERRY EXTRA RICH
Raspberry flavored
Makes 4-6 servings

GCHOXXR
4.25 (case 6/25.50)

CANDY CANE
Candy Cane Hot Chocolate

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXCC

4.00 (case 6/24.00)

MINT EXTRA RICH
Mint flavored

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXXM

4.25 (case 6/25.50)

UNICORN
Pink colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Pink when prepared
Makes 4-6 servings

GCHOXUN
4.00 (case 6/24.00)

DINOSAUR
Green colored White Hot Chocolate

Turns Green when prepared
Makes 4-6 servings

GCHOXDI
4.00 (case 6/24.00)

NUTCRACKER
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXNU

4.00 (case 6/24.00)

SNOWGLOBE
Salted Caramel Hot Chocolate

Makes 4-6 servings
GCHOXSG

4.00 (case 6/24.00)

CAMPFIRE
Double Truffle Hot Chocolate with 

Marshmallows 
Makes 4-6 servings

GCHOXCF
4.00 (case 6/24.00)

NEW Hot Chocolate Cubes
New larger, convenient sizes of Hot Chocolate. Each colorful, recyclable cube box comes filled with 140g (4.9 oz) of our finest Hot 
chocolate, enough to make 4 to 6 servings. Simply mix with hot water or hot milk. These cute cubes will make a great display in your 
store. Perfect gift size 10.2cm x 10.2cm x 10.2cm (4" x 4" x 4")

Extra Rich 
Collection
An upscale assortment of 3 
new flavors added to our Hot 
Chocolate collection. Featuring 
a richer Hot Chocolate mix 
made with 20% COCOA. 
These you really have to taste, 
made extra rich and creamy 
with hot milk, definitely for the 
chocolate lover.

Not Just for Kids
Our collections of Hot 
Chocolate keep on growing, 
featuring attractive designs 
for the young at heart. The 
whimsical designs feature color 
changing blends which start 
out white and turn to wonderful 
pastel colors when prepared. 

For the Holidays
The Holiday designs are filled 
with our classic "Double Truffle", 
Candy Cane and Salted Caramel 
flavored Hot Chocolate.
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Mulling for our  
40th Anniversary
Our very first recipe developed 40 years ago, with new limited 
edition celebratory packaging as we ring in 40 years of sharing 
our tastes and passion for food & drink from “Our Village to 
yours”. Our Mulling Spices are made with a blend of Cloves, 
Allspice, cracked Cinnamon sticks along with pieces of dried 
Orange peel, natural, whole spices for a less cloudy drink. 
This recipe is perfect with heated Red Wine, Apple Cider or 
Cranberry Cider.

Anniversary Mulling Glass Set  
with Mulling Spices
Wow its been 40 years of sharing our favorite recipes, it seems 
only fitting to celebrate by creating a special limited edition gift 
set featuring our very first recipe. Box Dimensions: 10.5cm H x 
30cm W x 11cm D (4.25"H x 12"W x 4.5"D) 

SET INCLUDES:

• 2 Double walled clear glass mugs, 250ml (8.5oz)

• Canister of mulling spices, 95g (3.36oz)

40TH MULLING MIX**
Instant mix, just add hot Wine  

or Apple Cider
TMULM40

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

GIFT SET FOR TWO 40TH MULLING**
EMG2K40

20.00 (case 4/80.00)

40TH MULLING SPICES**
Makes 9 Liters/Quarts

TMULC40
5.50 (case 6/33.00)

CRANBERRY SANGRIA
Just add Wine & soda water

6 Servings
THOLLCS

2.50 (case 6/15.00)

CRANBERRY PROSECCO
Cranberry with bubbly Prosecco  

6 Servings
THOLLCP

2.50 (case 6/15.00)

NORTH STAR
Spiced apple & rum cocktail

4 Servings
THOLLNS

2.50 (case 6/15.00)

Festive Drinks
Perfect for the Holidays, perfect year round…
We make it easy to serve fancy tasting drinks 
without all the fuss.

FESTIVE DRINKS IN CONVENIENT  
SINGLE SERVE POUCHES 
Easy and convenient to make and enjoy your 
favorite Festive drink, these seasonal favorites 
are now available in single serve pouches.

NEW CARAMEL APPLE TODDY, we think 
this will become a new classic, the apple and 
caramel flavor paired with warm whisky is a 
match made in heaven. Hot warming drinks 
enhance the warmth of the holiday season, 
just add hot water, vodka & bourbon.

Festive Drinks Gifts Sets
SPICED APPLE CIDER GIFT SET features 2 heatproof sturdy glasses with handles and a pouch of our classic Spiced Apple Cider 
mix, enough for 6 portions, a wonderful gift as a treat for your favorite couple, perfect to share around the fire on a cool fall or Winters 
day. Glasses hold 315ml (10.6oz), Dimensions: 10cm (4") H x 8cm (3.25") W

PARTY SIPPERS continue to be a huge success, what a way to enjoy a special cocktail. Two (2) round glass ornament style goblets 
(10cm (4") diameter) ready to fill and sip. Each holds a generous 435ml (14oz) & fit perfectly in your hand, each comes with a plastic 
screw top and re-usable plastic straw, plastic filling funnel and little bottle brush for easy cleaning.

CARAMEL APPLE TODDY
Just add Hot water, Vodka  

and Bourbon
TTODMCA

0.77 (case 24/18.48)

EGGNOG
Just add cold milk and a shot of Rum

TEGGMEG
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

CRANBERRY CIDER
Just add Hot water

TCRAMCR
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

APPLE CIDER
Just add Hot water

TAPPMAC
0.77 (case 24/18.48)

APPLE CIDER GIFT SET FOR 2*
Includes 2 heatproof glasses & Apple Cider mix

EA2GAPP
11.00 (case 4/44.00)

HOLIDAY PARTY SIPPERS*
Colored glass party sippers, 1 red and 1 green

EASIP2H
7.50 (case 4/30.00)

*We recommend gentle hand washing for our fine glassware with mild soap and warm water.

40TH  MULLING MIX PYRAMID ORNAMENT**
Instant mix, just add hot Wine or Apple Cider

TMULPMI
2.95 (case 6/17.70)

**Limited Edition - Available while supplies last.
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SEASONAL PRODUCTS: available August to December 2022. *Subject to availability outside these dates

*Not to scale
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Year Round Tea
Lifted Cup takes tea to a whole new level of taste, quality and ethical sourcing 
directly from the Tea estates. Prepared with the finest teas to offer exceptional 
taste, all in double chamber flow through filter sachets, sealed for freshness 
before being boxed. Gluten free, Kosher & Organic options in the collection.

Yard of tea
One of our best selling items, great gift, great 
value, this yard long (36” 92cm) box is filled 
with 12 varieties, 96 total assorted Black and 
Green teas individually packed in eco-friendly 
unbleached tea sachets.

96 CT YARD OF TEA
VTEA854

10.00 (case 6/60.00)

Gluten free and Kosher
Includes 96 Assorted Black & Green Teas Packed  

in eco-friendly unbleached tea sachets.
Includes 8 each of Earl Grey, English Breakfast, Citrus 

Orange, Sweet Ginger Peach Apricot, Caramel Dreams 
Chai, Hot Cinnamon Spice, Jasmine Green, Elevated 

Green, Moroccan Mint Green, Pomegranate Green, Peach 
Mango Green, Tropical Green

96 CT HEXAGON TRADITIONAL TEA ASSORTMENT TOTE
VTEA822

10.00 (case 6/60.00)

96 count Hexagon Traditional Tea Assortment Tote with 8 each 
of English Breakfast Black Tea, Earl Grey Black Tea, Bombay 
Chai Black Tea, Pomegranate Black Tea, French Vanilla Black 
Tea, Ginger Peach Black Tea, Elevated Green Tea, Moroccan 

Mint Green Tea, Jasmine Green Tea, Blueberry Green Tea, 
Peach Mango Green Tea and Tropical Green Tea

54 CT TEA BAG WELLNESS TEA COLLECTION
VTEA818

7.50 (case 12/90.00)

9 Pack 54 Count Wellness Tea Collection Sampler 
with 6 each of Pomegranate Green, Acai Berry 

Green, Elevated Green, Blueberry Green, Jasmine 
Green, Superfruit Green, Moroccan Mint Green, 
Bed Time Herbal and Lemon Honey Chamomile

48 CT HEXAGON GREEN TEA 
ASSORTMENT

VTEA820
6.50 (case 6/39.00)

48 count Hexagon Green Tea Assortment 
Sampler with 8 each of Pomegranate, Elevated 

Green Tea, Peach Mango, Tropical Infused, 
Superfruit and Moroccan Mint Green Tea

Advent calendar of tea
A wonderfully colorful holiday gift box presentation 
featuring 24 different teas and tastes, each individually 
packed in eco-friendly unbleached tea bags. A generous 
gift that is sure to please (13” x 9”) (33.5cm x 23cm)

Holiday Tea
Assorted flavors and varieties of tea in sachets offered in 
stylish packaging ideal for holiday gift giving or as a treat 
for your self to celebrate the Holidays.

ADVENT CALENDAR OF TEA
VTEA855

15.00 (case 6/90.00)

*Limited quantity*
24 Assorted Teas - English Breakfast, Earl Grey, Lemon, 
Black Current, Citrus Orange, Hot Cinnamon, Holiday 

Spice, Ginger Peach, Chili Chocolate, Apple Cinnamon, 
Rooibos, Rooibos Vanilla, Peppermint, Chamomile, 

Elevated Green, Masala, Blueberry, Passionfruit Mango, 
Jasmine, Tropical, Super Fruit, Acai, Mango and 

Moroccan Mint

64 CT HOLIDAY TEA  
BREAKAWAY BOX SET

VTEA968
10.00 (case 6/60.00)

Gluten free and Kosher.
Lifted Cup

Holiday Tea Breakaway 
8 Box Set with 8 tea bags 

each of Holiday Spice 
Black Tea, Gingerbread 
Spice Black Tea, Candy 
Cane Black Tea, Apple 
Cinnamon Spice Black 
Tea, Caramel Dreams 

Chai Black Tea, Santa’s 
Breakfast Black Tea, 

Tropical Holidays Green 
Tea and Warm Wishes 

Green Tea

48 CT WINTER TEA  
ASSORTMENT SAMPLER

VTEA821
6.50 (case 6/39.00)

48 count Hexagon Winter Tea Assortment 
Sampler with 8 each of Holiday Spice, 

Gingerbread Spice, Candy Cane, Apple 
Cinnamon Spice, Tropical Holidays Green Tea 

and Warm Wishes Green Tea

AVAILABLE SEASONALLY, AUGUST-DECEMBER
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I SHOULDN'T
Vanilla with Dark Chocolate & Pecan Dust

227 g (8 OZ) 
RTOF8DP

7.75 (case 6/46.50)

I SHOULDN'T
Vanilla with Dark Chocolate & Pecan Dust

113 g (4 OZ) 
RTOF4DP

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

WINTER BREAK
Peppermint with Dark Chocolate

227 g (8 OZ) 
RTOF8WB

7.75 (case 6/46.50)

WINTER BREAK
Peppermint with Dark Chocolate

113 g (4 OZ)  
RTOF4WB

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

I SHOULD...
Vanilla with Milk Chocolate & Pecan Dust

227 g (8 OZ) 
RTOF8MP

7.75 (case 6/46.50)

I SHOULD...
Vanilla with Milk Chocolate & Pecan Dust

113 G (4 OZ)  
RTOF4MP

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

DREAMSICLE
Orange Vanilla with White Chocolate

227 g (8 OZ) 
RTOF8DM

7.75 (case 6/46.50)

BIRTHDAY CAKE
Vanilla with White Chocolate & 

 Rainbow colored sprinkles 
227 g (8 OZ) 

RTOF8BC
7.75 (case 6/46.50)

DREAMSICLE
Orange Vanilla with White Chocolate

113 g (4 OZ)  
RTOF4DM

4.75 (case 12/57.00)

BIRTHDAY CAKE
Vanilla with White Chocolate & 

 Rainbow colored sprinkles
113 g (4 OZ)  

RTOF4BC
4.75 (case 12/57.00)

HEAT SENSITIVE: Melting risk in extreme heat. Ships weather permitting.

Handmade  
Toffee Crunch
Handmade in small batches from a Reich family recipe. 
Crunchy, chocolate covered toffees, better known as “toffee 
crunch” are to die for. Made with simple, quality ingredients, 
real butter, sugar and coated with the finest chocolate.

THESE ARE HEAT SENSITIVE, SHIPPING IN COOL 
WEATHER ONLY FROM OCTOBER THROUGH MAY.

New Birthday Cake  
Toffee Crunch
Each piece dipped in white chocolate and decorated with 
rainbow colored sugar sprinkles.

MAR
NEW !
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NEW ACCOUNTS – all new accounts will be prepaid by credit card [Visa, 
MasterCard, or American Express].  Visa Debit cards are not accepted.

CREDIT TERMS – credit terms may be requested after three (3) credit 
card transactions. A credit application must be submitted with three 
(3) supplier references. The credit application will only be processed if 
the account has a minimum $1000 in purchases per year. Once credit 
approved, terms will be Net 30 days from date of invoice. Credit Card 
payment will not be accepted for accounts with Terms. Payments made 
after the 30-day terms will incur a 2% per month interest charge which will 
be applied at the time of payment.

INVOICE – All invoices are sent by email OR a hard copy is sent with the 
goods.

INTEREST – 2% per month is charged on all past due accounts and will 
result in a loss of credit privileges.

COST OF COLLECTION – should the account be sent to collection for 
non-payment, the borrower agrees to pay in addition to the principal and 
interest due hereon, all reasonable cost of collection, including, without 
limitation, legal fees and all other cost and expense related to the recovery 
of the owned amount.

NSF CHEQUE – will incur a $40 service charge and credit terms will be 
revoked.

CREDIT CARD – Credit Card numbers are encrypted and a token will be 
stored on a secured PCI compliant gateway. Credit Card information can 
be given at the time of placing the order or upon customers request via 
an HTML link by email where the Customer will be prompted to enter their 
Credit Card information, which will then be sent back to our system in an 
encrypted format.  Payment will be processed in full on day of shipment.  

Customers will not be called for their Credit Card; it is the Customers 
responsibility to provide payment information. Orders will remain on hold 
until the Credit Card information is received.

TAXES – orders are not subject to taxes.

PRICES – Valid for all shipments in 2022, subject to change at 
manufacturers discretion.

MINIMUM OPENING ORDER – $300 for initial order, $200 for repeat 
orders.  Contact our sales representative in your area for more details.

SHIPPING – UPS Ground, FOB Champlain, NY.  All shipping charges will 
be added to your invoice.  

RUSH, OVERNIGHT OR AIR SERVICES ARE NOT AVAILABLE

Freight charges are calculated by the carrier at the time of shipment based 
on both the volume (# of boxes) as well as the weight of the shipment. 

NOTE oversized boxes, such as our free standing displays/shippers are 
considered oversized by all carriers and do incur an oversize box fee 

factored into the total freight charges for the order. Cost of freight is out 
of our control; we do our best to select the lowest cost carrier based on 
customer’s location. 

All customer arranged (collect) freight orders are FOB Champlain, NY.

BACK-ORDERS – under $30 will be cancelled.

HEAT SENSITIVE PRODUCTS – Our delicious chocolate and other 
heat sensitive items are available to ship from Oct through May (weather 
permitting), we don’t want these goodies to melt on route to you.

DAMAGE OR LOSS – claims must be filed with the freight company by 
the customer and may not be deducted from invoice. Check the exterior of 
your cartons for signs of damage before accepting and make note of any 
damages on the waybill upon reception of the delivery.

RETURNS – with FDA regulations regarding Homeland Security and 
bioterrorism, we cannot accept returns.

REFUSED DELIVERY – full freight (to and from) will be billed to your 
account.

MIXED CASES & FILLED DISPLAY – Mixed cases where offered are pre-
packed, we reserve the right to change the contents of mixed cases, kits 
and store displays depending on product availability at the time of order.

UNAUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION OF IMAGES – from our website and 
catalogue are prohibited.

TRADEMARKS – Reich Fine Foods LLC, DBA, Concept Gourmet du 
Village, ULC owner of trademarks for Gourmet du Village Logo (CAN, USA, 
UK), “Naughty or Nice” (CAN), “Reindeer Noses” (CAN), “Snowman Poop” 
(CAN, US), “Unicorn Poop” (Formalized for (CAN)), “GDV Design” (Applied 
for (CAN, USA)), “Campfire Cocoa” (Applied for (CAN, USA).

CONTACT – Toll free 1.800.668.2314, weekdays from 8:30am to 4:30pm 
EST. 

OR EMAIL sales@gourmetduvillage.com

WEBSITE- a fantastic resource for information on our brand, details about 
our products, recipes ideas, and links to our social media accounts.

Gourmet du Village  
539 Village Road 
Morin Heights, QC, Canada J0R 1H0 
1-800-668-2314 
www.gourmetduvillage.com 
sales@gourmetduvillage.com

Terms & Conditions of Sales

LADDER STYLE WOODEN DISPLAY
Order minimum $200

EDISSWO
25.00 (1 per case)

Filled Floor Displays
A great way to feature or introduce a wide selection of our best sellers into your store without having to rearrange shelf space. Perfect 
for impulse buys when placed in high traffic areas of your store.  Each cardboard display comes pre-filled with a selection of our best 
sellers. The cost of the display is FREE, all you pay for is the product inside.

COOL COCKTAIL 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSS2
75 wine & cocktail drink mixes  

(1) 187.50 

DELICIOUS DIPS 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSDP
120 of our best selling dip recipe boxes

(1) 252.00

WHIMSICAL HOT CHOCOLATE 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSWM
360 Pouches of Whimsical  

Hot Chocolate  
(1) 277.20

INTERNATIONAL SEASONING  
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSIN
120 assorted international seasonings 

(1) 252.00

CLASSIC HOT CHOCOLATE 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSCL
360 pouches of Flavored & 

Classic Hot Chocolate  
(1) 277.20

BARBECUE SEASONING 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSBB
120 assorted best selling seasonings

(1) 252.00

FESTIVE HOT CHOCOLATE 
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSFS
360 Pouches of Festive  

Hot Chocolate  
(1) 277.20

BRIE TOPPINGS  
FLOOR DISPLAY

EKITSB2
90 Brie Toppings

(1) 225.00

SEASONAL PRODUCTS: available August to December 2022. *Subject to availability outside these dates

Build your Own Display
If you prefer to make your own assortment, you simply order 15 
cases of product and request the empty shipper display to hold it  
all for no additional cost.

FOR ALL DIP, SEASONING, BRIE TOPPING AND COCKTAIL DRINK BOXES: 
Order a total of 15 cases of product 
plus 
EDISFMP – MULTI PURPOSE DISPLAY + HEADER

FOR ALL MINI SINGLE SERVE POUCHES (35G/1.2 OZ): 
Order a total of 15 cases (360 units) 
plus 
EDISFBV – EMPTY BEVERAGE DISPLAY 
plus 
choose 1 header from the following: 
EDIHCWM – Whimsical hot chocolate theme 
EDIHCCL – Classic hot chocolate theme 
EDIHCFS – Festive hot chocolate theme

Wooden Display
A perfect display to show off your Gourmet du 
Village products in your store.
With the purchase of $200 or more, get this 
wooden display for the reduced price of $25.00. 
A perfect display to show off our Gourmet du 
Village products in your store. Natural wood, 
step ladder style display with 4 shelves, 
perfectly sized to accommodate our display 
boxes.

Comes packed flat in a cardboard box with all 
components and easy to assemble instructions

Dimensions: 117cm (46") H x 50cm (20") W


